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Ask any pianist. A sure left hand is the difference between
a master and a might-have-been. That's going to be true in
your own field, too, after you've hung up your mortarboard
in somebody's industry: To get to the top, you'll build on
the fundamentals you're learning now, keeping up-to-theminute with the latest trends and developments in your field.
That's why we hope you'll keep the'McGraw-Hill habit...
the habit of reaching for an authoritative McGraw-Hill book
to answer the toughest problems they can throw at you in an
engineering course. To it, add the habit of reaching for the
latest McGraw-Hill magazine, to help keep you abreast of
your profession.
For years, the keenest technical minds in industry have
funneled their best thinking into McGraw-Hill books and
magazines, building up a reservoir of useful information
larger than any one business could ever acquire for itself.
That's why McGraw-Hill is known as "Headquarters for
Industrial Information."
It will pay you to keep the McGraw-Hill habit.

McGRAW-HILL
PUBLICATIONS
Headquarters for Industrial Information

•

330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.
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Engineering Reviews
Atomic Power Plants
By Richard Burandt,
sr., e.e.

Atomic energy seems to be the
watchword of the day. Many of the
technical publications are printing
more and more about the subject of
atomic research, fission, and power
production. To the reader interested
in the basic theories and recent developments, the following magazine
articles should be of interest:
The Significance of the Nuclear
Reactor in Atomic Development,
from Power Generation, March, 1948,
pp 90-94. This article stresses the
theory behind power generation with
atomic energy.
From Electrical Engineering:
The Atom. and Its Nucleus, Dec.,
1947, pp 1165-1175;
The Relation Between Energy and
Mass, Jan., 1948, pp 1-5;
The Nucleus—Its Structure and
Reactions, Feb. 1948, pp 125-134;
Nuclear Engineering, Mar. 1948,
pp 229-232;
Detection and Measurement of
Nuclear Radiation, April 1948, pp
325-332.
What Happened in Atomic Energy
in 1947?,from Electrical World, April
10, 1948, pp 97-104.
The last article listed has been
chosen for the summary of the
month.
Written primarily for industrialists
in the business world, this article explains in non-technical language recent developments in atomic energy
which should be of interest to everyone. In particular, the possibilities of
atomic power are discussed.
What about the administration of
the Atomic Energy Commission?
these constant attacks (on
AEC) have . . . produced in the
ommission . . . an extreme sensitivity
to criticism. . . . AEC policy . . .
appears to be dictated by a need to
prove that a civilian commission can
be just as military as the military."
The article also points out that most
businessmen feel the McMahon Act
is satisfactory for the present because of the large amounts of money
required for development in an uncertain field, and only the government is capable of fulfilling this requirement.
What about the production of power?
The main program of AEC is the
increased production of bombs and
(Continued on page 20)
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Catalyst Manufacture—
A Growing Industry

Gas Turbine for Locomotive Use

Condensed from an article of the same
name by Earl C. Ray, Chemical Engineering, May, 1948.

From Design Features of a 4800-HP
Locomotive Gas-Turbine Power Plant by
Alan Howard, appearing in April, 1948
Mechanical Engineering.

Reviewed by Jack S. McCrory,
sr., ch.e.

Reviewed by Howard Freers,
sr., me.

Considerable research and development work has been performed on
catalytic processes since Berzelius
first named and defined catalysis in
1836. Although several industrial
catalytic processes were adopted before 1868, it has only been within the
past ten years that the industrial use
of catalysis in chemical reactions has
increased in such great extent that
the manufacture of catalysts has become an industry.
A catalyst is defined as a substance which, by its presence in a
medium where a chemical reaction
occurs, either increases or decreases
the reaction velocity without being
changed itself or appearing in the
compound resulting from the reaction. Selective catalysts are those
which markedly accelerate one of a
group of chemical reactions which
normally take place at similar rates.
The practical result of a catalyst possessing both activity and selectivity
for a given reaction is the ability to
make the reaction industrially feasible and economically attractive. In
recent years appreciation of the economies of the ready made catalyst
has grown so that catalyst manufacture has itself become an industry.
The growing industry's value may
be shown by an estimate of major
catalyst replacement cost in 1948:

General Electric's first postwar design of a gas-turbine power plant is
one for locomotive application. The
general design features a straightthrough in-line arrangement of compressor, combustion chambers, and
turbine. The design results in a maximum of simplicity and a minimum of
pressure losses. The plant rating is
4800 hp at 6700 rpm with 1400°F.
turbine inlet temperature. The overall thermal efficiency is expected to
be somewhat over 17% after allowance for all losses and for power
plant auxiliaries. The 15-stage axialflow compressor pumps approximately 70,000 cfm through a pressure
ratio of 6 to 1. There are six all-metal
combustion chambers. The two-stage
turbine discharges to the atmosphere
through the diffusing exhaust hood.
As installed in a locomotive the turbine would drive direct current generators through a reduction gear. It
is expected that any liquid or gaseous
fuel can be used. Studies show it can
be adapted to pulverized coal firing
if and when the combustion and ash
problems are overcome. - The rotor of the 15-stage axialflow compressor is built up of separate wheels held firmly together by
through-bolts. The wheels of the
first six stages are of aluminum alloy to reduce weight and rotating inertia. The blades are made of 13%
chrome-steel alloy. The inlet half of
the compressor casing is aluminum
and the discharge half is steel, be.
cause of the higher temperatures.
The six all metal combustion chambers are generally similar to those
developed for the aircraft unit. The
outer casing is carbon steel while
the inner liner is of stainless material. The fuel nozzles are of the
air-atomizing type, obtaining air
from an auxiliary compressor. Ignition is by means of spark plugs located in two of the six combustion
chambers. When these two chambers
fire, the others are ignited through
cross ignition tubes. The present plan
is to start the unit on Diesel fuel and
switch to a heavier fuel as idling
(Continued on page 31)

Catalyst Use
Synthetic cracking
(all kinds)
Hydroforming
Dehydrogenation
for butadiene
Fat hydrogenation

Catalyst Base
Silica
Alumina
Various
Nickel

Value

$10,000,000
3,200,000
600,000
250,000

A majority of the industrial catalytic processes require either what are
commonly known as preformed catalysts or else catalytic chemicals such
as anhydrous hydrofluoric acid,
aluminum chloride anhydrous, antimony trichloride anhydrous, boron
trifluoride, and boron fluoride ethyl
ether complex. Preformed catalysts
usually consist of metals or metal
oxides in the form of powder,
spheres, granules, tablets, pellets or
rings.
(Continued on page 28)
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Surface Conjecto-Fired GAS
Furnace used for a variety of
heat-treating operations including Malleableizing, Pack Carburizing,
Annealing in a temperature range
from 600° F. to 1800° F.

.Akf

oill;511
FURNACE PERFORMS

MULTIPLE HEAT-TREATING FUNCTIONS
UNDER VARIED CONDITIONS
41,

In modern heat-treating, adaptability of equipment and
flexibility of fuel are primary influences in any cost-perpiece analysis. As a typical example of the flexibility of
the productive flames of GAS, this Conjecto-Fired GAS
Furnace is used for a variety of operations without any
change other than regulation of the fuel-mix and temperature controls.
Atwood Vacuum Machine Company, Rockford, Illinois, is equipped to heat-treat pieces ranging from 1
ounce to 1000 pounds, in volume up to 15,000 pounds
daily. Their modern Gas-fired Equipment is adapted for
annealing, carburizing, drawing, hardening, normalizing, malleableizing, stress relieving, under rigid metallurgical specifications.
Experienced heat-treating specialists like Atwood
Vacuum Machine Company use GAS because this
flexible, controllable, rapid-heating fuel is so readily
adaptable to all types of processing at any required
temperature. The productive flames of GAS are so
flexible that they can be used for any production-line
heating operation, under the most exacting conditions.

ANNEALING—Station
Material:
Temperature:
Time Cycle:
Net charge:

wagon body hinge
SAE 1020
1600° F.

36 hours
6400 lbs.

PACK CARBURIZING—Brake

Trunnions

Hot rolled SAE 1010
Material:
1650° F.
Temperature:
8 hours
Time Cycle:
.040
Case:
1500 lbs.
Net charge:

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE • NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

MORE AND MORE...
Data and Photos by SURFACE
COMBUSTION CORPORATION, Toledo, Ohio, Manufacturers of Gas Heat-Treating
equipment
AUGUST, 1948

MALLEABLEIZING—Trailer
/5
me TgeN0

1t7
FUH Al.t
TRIAt HEATINC;

Material:
Temperature:
Time Cycle:
Net charge:

Jack Screws

Malleable Iron
1750° F.
72 hours
10,000 lbs.
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Rose Polytechnic Institute offers accredited courses
leading to the degree of B.S. in chemical, civil, electrical
and mechanical engineering. The next class will be admitted in January, 1949. For information address the
Registrar.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, IND.

Editorial ...
Seventeen years ago, a young man, a graduate of Yale University and
formerly the Dean of Men at Lafayette College assumed the presidency of
Rose Polytechnic Institute. He came to Rose because he believed that the
small endowed college provided better opportunities for testing a student's
capacity; that the small college was and is the most powerful institution in
American life for the preservation of those ideals of independence, individuality
and resourcefulness which have made this a great nation; that nowhere else
in American education is a young man's success or failure so completely dependent upon his own performance as in the small college.
In 1931, the entire nation was drifting aimlessly about in one of the worst
depressions this nation has ever experienced. Every individual, every business
and every institution felt the lethargic effects of that depression. Everywhere
the enrollments were dropping. At Rose the enrollment dropped from 330 in
1933 to 160 in 1936. In order to stem this dropping off tendency, Dr. Prentice
proposed and put into effect a plan whereby a Rose representative would visit
the various high schools in the vicinity and there present to the senior students
the need for and the opportunities offered to engineering graduates. The enrollment began to climb and before the outbreak of World War II was back
to normal.
During this time, Dr. Prentice undertook to improve in every possible
way the several engineering departments at Rose. New additions were made
to the faculty, new and modern equipment was secured and the respective
engineering curricula were revised to meet the requirements for recognition
and accreditation by the Engineers Council for Professional Development.
During the war, Dr. Prentice was a commuter between Terre Haute and
Washington as a consultant for the Navy Department (1942-43). In 1944-45,
he served as consultant to the U. S. Maritime Service on educational activities
for the Merchant Marine.
At the close of the war, the influx of students under the G. I. Bill of Rights
posed urgent problems that had to be faced—housing and the securing of
additional instructors among others. These problems, Dr. Prentice has met
and solved.
Since Rose Polytechnic Institute is not a heavily endowed college, the
returns from invested funds must be wisely administered to make ends meet
financially. Dr. Prentice has worked constantly and successfully under this
limited income to build up its physical plant and to strengthen the faculty.
Dr. Prentice has been a member of and an active worker in numerous
educational, scientific and engineering societies: American Society of Mechanical Engineers; American Academy of Political and Social Science; American
Society for Engineering Education; Engineers Council for Professional Development; Fellow, American Association for the Advancement of Science. He has
represented the Institute at meetings of the American Association of Universities, North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, American
Council of Colleges, and others. He has served as president of the Society for
the Promotion of Engineering Education as well as on important committees
of the above mentioned societies.
Always, Dr. Prentice has taken an active part in the community in which
he resided. He was active in many civic and community organizations in
Terre Haute: The Red Cross; the Y.M.C.A.; The Community Fund; The
Good Will Industries; and the Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Prentice has given wholeheartedly and enthusiastically of his many
and diverse talents to dear old Rose and to his fellow citizens and many friends.
Considering the many and mighty handicaps which he has had to overcome,
it is not surprising that he should desire to relieve himself of the responsibility
and hence his resignation.
His work and the results of his efforts at Rose, for Rose and for the community, will long be remembered.

PAUL M. MILLER
AUGUST, 1948
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A revolving digester in a paper mill of the Ecusta Paper C orporation. This digester holds more than five tons of flax fiber
and a caustic soda solution. The digested fiber will be washed, bl cached and refined before being made into cigarette paper.

Birth of a Station
By Albert Strickland, jr., e.e.
Author's Note: The author wishes into consideration is not only what the
to thank radio stations WTHI and station is going to cost but also what
WBOW,Terre Haute,for their assist- expenditures are going to occur for
ance in gathering material for this the first year. This must be estimated
very closely because the Federal
article.
Communications Commission re"Fred Allen's due on in a couple of quires that affidavits be filed which
minutes. Turn the radio on."
state that the financing
That very common expression in- has cash on hand to coverorganization
completely
dicates how well we take for granted the station installation and operating
that noisy little box which has be- expenses for the first year with no income part of our existence. We have come from the station. A station of
all heard many times, in rather gen- only very moderate size costs
eral terms, how the radio receiver one hundred thousand dollars about
for incame into existence and approximate- statallation and operation for
one
ly how it works. Perhaps you would year.
like to know a little of what it takes
at the other end of the ether wave to
Station licenses are granted in
activate your radio.
three general categories. There is the
In order to get the complete pic- clear channel group which
may use
ture, let us start back at the point almost unlimited power,
and which
where John Moneybags and his asso- has a frequency
assignment that is
ciates have decided that Big Town absolutely free from
other stations.
needs a good radio station.
There is a regional group which is
John, as a representative of the limited to about ten thousand watts
group, has gone to a firm of consult- of power, and a local group which is
ing engineers with his idea since he limited in power according to the
wants to become enlightened about locality it occupies. The consulting
the pertinent details of the undertak- engineers have found a frequency in
ing. There are many long hours of the regional classification which may
consultation, trips to other broadcast- be used, and they have determined
ing stations, and more consultation. the power with which the transmitter
Out of all this, John has information may operate. Application may be
much like the following to report to made to the F.C.C. for a construction
permit. The F.C.C. will probably
his associates.
The first item which must be taken grant the permit if all reqquirements

WTHI Transmitter.

up to that point have been met, but
there will very likely be some accompaning provisions for the engineers to consider. There are more
radio stations on the air than there
are available frequencies for operation, so when new stations are constructed, the engineers must take into consideration what stations are
operating at, or near to, the chosen
frequency. If such stations exist within the range of the proposed station,
the antenna system of the new station must be designed to protect the
neighboring stations from its signals.
Such a design of the antenna system
would limit the radiation of power in
certain desired directions but allow
normal radiation in the remaining directions. The general coverage of the
station is then reduced. This antenna
system must be thoroughly tested
and proven, and the radio transmitter must be tested and proven before
the trial permit is granted. The trial
period permit may be issued after
the proof of performance has been
submitted to the F.C.C. The proof of
performance is a detailed report
which has been written during the
construction period. The trial period
permit carries the call letters to be
assigned to the station. After the trial
period has been successfully passed,
(Continued on page 26)

Control room at WBOW.
Photos by Tennessen
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Ball Powder for Small Arms
By Karl Hauser, sr., ch.e.
From its discovery by the Chinese made during the 1920's through the
many centuries ago until the nine- efforts of Fred Olsen, then chemical
teenth century, black powder was coordinator of the Army's munitions
the only small arms explosive of sig- laboratory at Picatinny Arsenal. His
nificance. This powder, made of fine- extensive investigation of the probly ground sulfur, carbon, and salt- lem of purification of cellulose nitrate
peter, assumed its back seat in the led to the subsequent development of
small arms picture within a few de- the ball powder process.
In the nitration of cellulose, traces
cades after the first production of
guncotton by the Swiss chemist, of sulfuric acid remain between the
Schoenbein, in 1845. His method, the sheathlike layers of the cellulose
nitration of cotton by mixed concen- fiber. This condition, which brought
trated sulfuric and nitric acids, is about the decomposition of powder,
still used today.
sometimes explosively, was not remA new type of powder was soon ediable even by repeated washing
thereafter produced in the form of with water and alkali. This was the
extruded guncotton pellets by a pro- problem, unsolved for decades, which
cess which has long remained materi- Fred Olsen spent tireless years to
ally unchanged. In this process the solve.
The solution to this purification
guncotton, or cellulose nitrate, having been water washed to remove as was found to be the inclusion of a
completely as possible the mixed small percentage of diphenylamine in
acid, is compressed to a block to re- the final wash. Cellulose fibers apmove a portion of the contained parently possess such an affinity for
water. The remaining water is re- diphenylamine that it is adsorbed
moved by displacement with alcohol. strongly enough to entirely displace
This block is then shredded and the acid.
Having disposed of this flaw in
mixed to a gel with ether. Diphenylamine, (C6H5)2NH, used as a stabil- existing gunpowder technique, Olsen
izer, is added to the extent of then undertook the development of a
0.5-1.0%. The gel is then thoroughly method in which a one step operation
mixed and extruded through dies, would suffice to make the cellulose
varying in size and shape according nitrate usable as gunpowder, and
to the purpose of the powder. The which would be free of explosion
extrusion product is cut into short hazards.
lengths, forming plain or fluted cylThere were two principles with
inders, and containing one to seven which this development was purlongitudinal holes for rate of burning sued. 1. Complete solution of cellucontrol. Most of the solvent is re- lose nitrate would replace the colmoved by evaporation and thorough loidal ether and alcohol gel, thus
washing, after which the pellets are making the system entirely liquid
dried for several days.
phase. 2. Employment of surface
It is evident that this method re- tension effects to form particles,
quires weeks of time, and corre- eliminating the time and labor conspondingly requires high plant in- suming extrusion processes.
Fred Olsen came to the Western
vestment and working capital. The
danger of the process is seen by the Cartridge Company, at East Alton,
fact that both powder and solvent Illinois, in 1929 to effect further refinements of his original experiments,
are highly inflammable.
The next significant advance was and to apply the process to commer-

cial use. Production was started in
1933, but not until the recent war did
the process expand appreciably.
Western's ball powder possesses
numerous distinguishing characteristics. In its final form it consists of
glazed, uniformly sized spheres, or
mechanically flattened spheres. Its
stability is excellent due to the diphenylamine incorporation, and it so
possesses no danger of explosion by
decomposition. An important advantage for military loads, decreased
muzzle flash, is effected by a more
closely controlled burning rate. This
results in the cooling of the gases
below their ignition point by the
work done in moving the projectible
through the barrel. Despite these
differences, ball powder is suitable
for loading all small arms ammunition, both military and sporting
types.
Cellulose nitrate (about 13% nitrogen), not necessarily completely
purified as is necessary for extruded
powder, is the starting material for
ball powder production. It is dumped
from the barrels in which it is received into a sump wherein it is
mixed with water to form a slurry
capable of being pumped.
The so-called "hardening stills," of
capacity varying from 3200 to 8400
lb. of finished powder, are largely
steel tanks equipped with steam
jacket and paddle-baffle agitation.
The agitator is gear driven by an
isolated motor through a variable
Reeves drive. Each still is equipped
with recording tachometer and potentiometer for observation of agitator
speed and batch temperature. Materials other than the initial charge of
water and nitrocellulose are introduced through a blowcase. A surface
condenser is provided for solvent
distillation, the uptake vapor pipe
being lagged to prevent refluxing.
The cellulose nitrate slurry is

Fig. 1—Successive stages in the graining and shaping operations in the manufacture of ball powder.
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Western Cartridge Co.
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pumped from the sump into the still
by centrifugal pumps, and the still is
then filled to the required level with
water. The temperature is raised to
60-65°C, at which time ethyl acetate
sufficient to completely dissolve the
nitrocellulose, and containing a small'
amount of diphenylamine, is added.,
In order to neutralize the acid displaced, chalk is added in water suspension. After being held at this
temperature for 30 minutes, the system is of two phases: 1. A lacquer
phase composed of the ethyl acetatenitrocellulose solution containing
emulsified water and absorbed diphenylamine, and, 2. A water solution of chalk-acid reaction,products.
This method is used in the production of powders having a single base
—nitrocellulose. However, many
small arms loads require double base
—nitroglycerin incorporated — powders. This may be accomplished by
adding the addition of the required
amount of nitroglycerin in a 50-50
solution with toluene after the lacquer forming period.
The next step is the period of turbulent agitation known as graining.
It is during this period that the eventual size of the particles is determined. By adding a colloid, animal
glue, in hot water solution, the coating of each particle as it is sheared
by agitator blades is accomplished,
preventing coalescenc and establishing each particle as a separate entity
subject to further shearing action.
When agitation has proceeded for a
time sufficient to have formed most
of the particles within the proper
size range, agitator speed is slowed
and surface tension phenomena are
allowed to shape each particle into a
perfect sphere. The successive stages
during graining and shaping operations are illustrated in Fig. 1.
One of the most important properties affecting the powder's usefulness
is its density. After graining and

Fig. 3—Cross Section shows thickness
of coating.
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taping operations each ball possesses appreciable contained water. If
this were allowed to remain during
solvent removal, the density of the
powder would be harmfully low.
This water may be removed to the
desired extent by addition of sodium
sulfate to the water, setting up an
ossnotic pressure gradient which
tends to drive out the water within
each ball. The time, temperature, and
sodium sulfate concentration control
the extent of dehydration and accordingly the density.
After dehydration, the balls must
be hardened by removal of the solvent. This is done by maintaining the
temperature at 69-72°C until the
ethyl acetate is mostly removed, and
then heating to 95°C for total solvent
removal. The batch is then cooled by
circulation of water in the jacket,
after which it is pumped to storage
pending laboratory reports on the
final sample.
The powder-water suspension is
then pumped from the storage
through a series of rotating water
sprayed screens. By selection of
various meshed screens, the cuts
may be made, each cut being suitable
for a certain load. The balls for the
U.S. .45 cal. ammunition are of .006
to .010 in, in diameter, or larger sizes
may be suitable if rolled to a minimum thickness of .004 in. Larger
loads, such as the .50 cal. and 37 mm
antiaircraft use the .025-.030 cut.
Such ammunition as the U.S. .30-'06
or the Chinese 7.92 mm require a
size range of .015 to .020 in. If the

batch of hardened powder is intended primarily for one load, it will be
grained to give about 90% in the
proper size range, the remaining
overs and fines being reprocessed in
a new batch.
The next operation is the coating
of the powder with nitroglycerin or
deterrents, or both, in the heated,
agitated coating still. Single base
powders may be nitroglycerin coated
by agitation of the water-powder
slurry with toluene-nitroglycerin solution, after seven hours of which the
toluene is removed by sparging. If
the powder is to be deterrent coated,
the same type operation is performed, adding the liquid deterrent
to the still, but requiring no solvent
removal. The time of agitation and
the concentration of coating material
determine the depth of penetration.
The purpose of deterrent coating
is evident from the meaning of the
word. In uncoated ball powder, the
burning rate is fastest at the beginning, when surface area is greatest.
As the burning progresses, surface
area and rate of burning decrease.
This gives the effect of having a high
initial pressure peak in the gun barrel
as shown by the uncoated powder line
in Fig. 2. It is desirable, however, to
have a progressive burning powder,
giving the bullet an increasing push,
rather than an initial impact.
This is the function of deterrent
coatings, in that the initial rate of
burning is slow, with progressive increase to a maximum. A slow burn(Continued on page 29)

Fig. 2—Rate of change of pressure (vetricle axis) vs. pressure (horizontal axis)
in a gun barrell immediately after firing. Note the smooth rate of pressure change
and the delayed peak for ball powder as contrasted with the curve for the uncoated
spheres.
Western Cartridge Co.
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Research and Development
By Dale Carey, soph.,
and J. R. Brentlinger, soph.
Extension of FM Broadcast Range
Recent experimental research indicates that the reliable service areas
of
frequency-modulation
(FM)
broadcasting stations using transmitters now available may be extended
far beyond the horizon. Analysis of
the time variation of intensities received during the past from FM stations has shown that atmospheric
"ducts" and boundary layers in the
lower troposphere both have the
effect of reducing the attenuation of
high-frequency radio waves with distance at points beyond the line of
sight. These results are expected to
provide a firmer basis for the prediction of the service and interference
ranges of FM broadcasting stations;
they should also aid in the solution of
problems that may occur in connection with other uses of the spectrum
above 30 megacycles.
The increasing use of frequency
modulation for broadcasting is a result of such obvious advantages as
the almost complete freedom from
interference between stations and
from static due to atmospheric or
man-made disturbances. The transmission of a much greater volume
range and a wider audio frequency
range than is possible with amplitude modulation thus becomes feasible. However, a limitation on the
distance range has been imposed by

the necessity of employing very high
carrier frequencies (from 88 to 108
megacycles per second). At such
high frequencies long-distance propagation by means of alternate reflection of the waves from the ionosphere
and the earth no longer occurs, and
the range of a station has been ordinarily limited by the earth's curvature to 100 miles or less. Although
the distance range is thus restricted,
this is in some respects an advantage
in that far-distant stations do not interfere with reception within the
service area.
Variations in the density of the
atmosphere within a few hundred
feet of the ground provide differences
of refractive index which can increase
the curvature of a radio wave by an
amount equal to or greater than the
curvature of the earth. Known as
"ducts", these characteristic changes
in the refractive index of the air near
the surface of the earth become more
and more effective in bending radio
waves as frequency increases.
One of the outstanding characteristics of FM broadcasting is the very
low field intensity required for satisfactory reception. During most of the
time in rural areas where weak fields
are the only ones available for broadcast reception the only interference
to such reception arises from the
radio noise generated in the highfrequency circuits of the receiver it-

self and the cosmic radio noise originating in the stars and interstellar
space. Studies of such noise sources
indicate that received fields as low
as five microvolts per meter provide
a satisfactory grade of FM broadcast
service when a very good radio receiver is employed in the absence of
man-made noise or local thunderstorms; and not more than twice this
value is required with typical receivers now available to consumers.
Thus, the most effective way to increase the service range of an FM
broadcast station is to increase the
transmitting antenna height rather
than the power, since such a change,
by lengthening the line of sight, increases the service range more rapidly than the interference range, resulting in a more efficient utilization
of the channel.
During the middle of the summer
day or in the winter, when atmo-spheric ducts are less effective in
bending radio waves around the
earth, received fields are weaker and
are usually characterized by somewhat more rapid fading. The rapid
variation in intensity of the waves
is attributed to reflection at nearly
grazing incidence from a multiplicity
of horizontal tropospheric boundary
layers at heights up to 10,000 or
20,000 feet. These layers are caused
by comparatively sharp gradients in
the refractive index of the atmo-

Mechanical "hands" developed by General Electric scientist, John Payne, are for use in handling radioactive materials. The
dexterity of the methanism is shown in the above illustrations.
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sphere. As the total energy in the
waves reflected from the atmospheric
discontinuities may be comparatively
constant for several hours, the observed intensity fluctuations are believed to be due simply to phase interference between wave components
which have been reflected at various
points in the troposphere. Under
such circumstances the time variation of the instantaneous intensity of
the received waves would be expected to follow the Rayleigh distribution. Intensities recently recorded fit
this distribution closely, providing
strong support for an explanation in
terms of phase interference.
From analysis of the field-intensity
data obtained, it appears that external receiving antennas may be
used with considerable advantage for
reception of nv broadcasts at points
far beyond the horizon of the transmitting antenna. The FM fields from
stations at large distances may be
expected to reach their maximum
levels in the early morning hours
during the summer months; at these
times effective ranges up to several
hundred miles may be expected.
With increasing frequency the
effectiveness of atmospheric ducts
becomes greater while the boundary
layer reflection coefficients decreases.
Since these two tendencies affect attenuation of radio waves in opposite
ways, it seems probable that there
exists, for a particular set of conditions in the lower troposphere, an

optimum frequency for propagation
to large distances beyond the horizon. However,experimental data now
available is not sufficient to locate
these optimum frequencies in the
spectrum.
Mechanical Hands
Mechanical "hands," which in
dangerous radioactive areas can perform delicate chemical experiments,
operate machine tools, and do countless other tasks requiring great dexterity, were demonstrated recently.
In actual use the "hands" would
extend over a protective eight-foothigh wall into a radioactive area,
thus insuring against danger to humans from radiation.
The "hands" are similar to the
double hooks used by amputees.
They are at the lower ends of two
arms which descend vertically from
two horizontal shafts eight feet high
across the top of the wall. Vertical
arms come down from these at the
other ends, and carry at the bottoms
the handles with which the operator
controls the device. He is seated, and
views his mechanical hands, eight
feet away, with the aid of binoculars
and a four-mirror periscope which
looks over the wall. His feet are on
pedals which control the grasping
action of the "hands."
The general motion of the hooks
corresponds to that given the han(Continued on page 24)
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Time record of field intensities of FM broadcast station WCOD at Richmond,
Virginia, as received at the National Bureau of Standards in Washington, D. C., on
three successive days in August, 1947. After the station began broadcasting at 6:25
A.M. on August 4 (top), the fields gradually increased until a short while after midnight. Reception then increased to a much higher level, and fading decreased both in
amplitude and frequency of occurrence. The calculated field intensity corresponding
to propagation in vacuum over a flat earth (see arrows) was exceeded for the half
hour just preceding 1 A.M., when broadcasting was discontinued. The strength of the
early-morning fields on the following morning (middle strip) indicates that this
favorable propagation condition, which may be attributed to bending of the waves to
the earth's curvature by atmospheric refraction, lasted throughout the night.
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NEW PRODUCTS
New Chrome-Base Concrete
Concrete for use in high-temperature furnaces is now available. It is
a high-strength chrome-base material
that can be poured or plastered into
place and which is able to withstand
heat as high as 3,100 degrees Fahrenheit.
The material has Kromecast as its
trade name. It is easily applied, and
combines the refractory and slagresisting properties of chrome-base
materials with the ability to support
loads at high temperatures. It can be
used to construct vertical walls and
roof arches in many types of furnaces
that formerly had to be made of less
resistant materials.
Fire-Resisting Paint
Glycerine is finding new uses in
special protective paints. A fire-resisting paint is made by mixing about
one-quarter gallon of glycerine and
about three-quarters gallon of nitrocellulose lacquer base with enough
finely divided asbestos to form a
paste. This paste is next mixed with
about twelve gallons of a water solution of sodium silicate; thereby forming a vehicle. About 108 pounds of
inert mineral pigments mixed with
about two gallons of drying oil is
combined with this vehicle to form
the protective, fire-resisting paint.
Record Track of Electron
Scientists, using a new photographic emulsion, have successfully
recorded tracks of electrons, the
small negatively charged particles
that make up atoms. This is believed
to be the first definite identification
of electron tracks.
The number of developed silver
grains per track in the emulsion
ranges from six to a maximum of
twenty-eight. The length of the path
in the emulsion is about .002 inch,
two-thirds the thickness of an average sheet of paper.
The range of the electron tracks
appears to agree with the theoretical
range predictions made by nuclear
physicists.
Termed a valuable tool for studies
of atomic disintegration, the new
electron-sensitive emulsion is expected to prove useful also in research on cosmic rays and in medical
research involing radioactive isotopes.
In autoradiography, where radioactive tissue is placed in close contact with a photographic material,
the new emulsion will enable scientists to detect with extreme precision
the source of electrons in the tissue.
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Rewards to the Engineer
A TAU BETA PI ESSAY
By George Stearley, jr.

Editor's Note: This essay won first we might first investigate the pay
prize in competition with essays scale for engineers. In 1946 the mewritten by a class of initiates in dian monthly salary for an inexperiTau Beta Pi.
enced engineer was about $230; from
a cross section of occupational status,
median monthly salary for an enthe
If you were to ask a group of young
experience was
engineering students why they had gineer with six years
-eleven years
nine-to
the
for
$340;
enrolled in an engineering college,
$390; and, for the
level,
experience
the typical reply might be, simply,
ty years experience
"Because I want to be an engineer." thirty-five-to-for1946
the median base
In
$630.
group,
Without giving much though to the
the professional
for
salary
monthly
question, the average student prob-manageadministration
in
engineer
ably believes that such a general
about $900,
was
nontechnical,
ment,
statement is adequate to define just
years exwhat he expects to give and to re- at the thirty-five-to-fortyat the
position
This
level.
perience
ceive while employed in engineering.
top of the occupational status had the
Let us examine this point more highest earning capacity among the
carefully and try to discover why our professional engineers. At first glance
engineering colleges are currently it would seem that the top profesfilled to above normal quotas. As a sional engineer was well paid. Howdirect reason, we know that the era ever, statistics from recent studies
of post-war prosperity, and the G. I. in economics show that for the conBill have made it possible for many ditions of 1947, a man in any indusnon-veterans as well as veterans to try would have had to earn $13,221
gain higher education. We do not yearly, in order to be able to retire
need to be much concerned about the at an income which would have the
fellow who chose an engineering col- same buying power as the retirement
lege simply because all other col- income from a $5,267 yearly salary
leges and universities seemed to be in 1929. Thus we can see that the
filled, but we should consider what young engineer who is interested
the student who sincerely wants to solely in a high paying job is quite
be an engineer really expects in ex- sure to be disappointed, at least durchange for his efforts. Does he believe ing the early part of his career.
that a degree in enginering will assure him of a great financial success?
Can the men who are interested
Is he desirous of fame which might chiefly in social recognition or in the
accompany new discoveries and new fame of new discoveries, hope to
developments in the engineering realize their goal as engineers? The
field? Does he crave the social answer is, "Probabaly not." Alrecognition which he expects to gain though the dividing lines between
by membership in the engineering scientists, physicists, and research
profession and its organizations? Per- engineers are not always clearly dehaps he wishes only to avoid manual fined, it is doubtful that the engineers
have contributed more than their
labor?
share of names to the great honor
Because the young engineer whose rolls of fame. More often, the imporprime interest lies in financial suc- tant accomplishments are the result
cess may believe that money buys of group efforts which have been carhappiness as well as life's necessities, ried out over a long period of time.
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The physically fit engineer who has
entered the profession solely because he refuses to do manual labor
is to be commended for his efforts to
gain something better, but too often,
this type of man eventually feels that
any and all of his duties are too burdensome for the remuneration that
he receives.
What then remains as a real lasting reward for the engineer? We
have viewed with perhaps some pessimism the rewards of an engineer
paid in dollars, in recognition, and in
fame, and it is obvious that these are
not to be discounted entirely. However, in the feverish scramble for dollars, the engineer is prone to overlook a basic consideration—interest
and enthusiasm in the job he is doing,
and a satisfaction derived from each
day's accomplishments. This type of
reward is not enclosed in the monthly
pay envelope; under wholesome conditions it manifests itself throughout
every hour of the working day. Unless the engineer actually gets a
1"kick" out of meeting, analyzing, and
solving the problems, technical and
nontechnical, that face him, he has
been denied some of the benefits to
which he is justly entitled as a professional man. This does not constitute overt proudness, nor can it be
regarded as selfish or narrow. The
engineer who has spent time and effort to gain knowledge and skill, who
has been willing to accept responsibilities, and who has abided by the
code of ethics of his profession has
prepared himself honorably. If he is
willing to apply honestly his training
and talents to the limited control that
man has over nature's forces, then
the results of his daily efforts are in
a small way a service to all peoples,
and a small bit of the satisfaction
derived therefrom should be for the
engineer to take home at the end of
each day, as his reward.
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Great Men of Science
ANTOINE LAURENT LAVOISIER
By William Orbaugh, jr., ch.e.
As early as the fifth century B.C.,
the Pythagorean Heraclitus and his
philosopher friends believed that fire
was the ultimate matter of the universe. According to this ancient idea,
combustion meant the degeneration
of a body into its elementary form.
The Pythagoreans taught that a complex structure undergoing combustion becomes, through the agency of
fire, one of simpler constitution.
The idea that a body diminishes on
being burned implies that it has lost
something. Consider a candle. A
taper burns and is reduced in size:
apparently some portion of what was
imprisoned within the candle has
now departed. This idea of something lost persisted until the eighteenth century and was the basis of
the die-hard phlogiston theory which
misled science for three generations.
This material view, which regarded fire as a substance, is the conception that held sway during the long,
dark age of alchemy, when the theory
of the four elements was dominant.
In varying and mysterious degrees,
this "fire-matter" entered into intimate association with all things. It is
truly amazing that fire, which man
discovered in the early stages of his
culture, should have remained so
completely a mystery until the
eighteenth century.
When intellectual progress finally
demanded a rational explanation of
fire and its associated phenomena,
the phlogiston theory of Bavarian
professor Georg Ernst Stahl (16601734) was the best effort of the time.
His theory postulated the existence
of an inflammable 'principle" within
combustibles, which he called phlogiston and which escapes when a substance is burned, leaving an ash
residue.
Stahl, in his attompt to clear the
mystery of combustion, essayed an
explanation which failed miserably,
but which was not successfully contradicted until the latter half of the
century.
Out of the smoke of argument and
counter-argument among the phlogistinists and other seventeenth century combustion theorists, all of
them little more than the swan-singers of alchemy, there emerged that
demigod of French science, Antoine
Laurent Lavoisier. Science for LavoAUGUST, 1948

Lavoisier

isier was action, not alone idle theorizing. From theorists he demanded
verification. "Chemists have made
phlogiston a vague principle," remarked this newcomer with cutting
sarcasm, "which is not strictly defined and which, consequently, fits all
of the explanations required of it;
sometimes the stuff has weight,
sometimes it has not. .. . It is a veritable Proteus that changes its form
every instant. It is time to lead chemistry back to a stricter way of thinking." And he did.
It was he who finally and completely discredited Stahl's phlogiston
theory by sheer force of experimental
evidence and gave to science his
oxygen theory of combustion which,
in its essentials, stands yet today.
Knowing the world for what we do,
often the wonder grows that there
can appear a man so eccentric as to
regard the pursuit of truth as the
paramount issue of life. Like a fresh
wind Lavoisier swept through the
world of chemistry, exhibiting a
shocking insensibility to the cherished notions of his fellow men.
Born into a family of substantial
means, Lavoisier came early in life
under the influence of able teachers.
The wonders of science were laid before him and invited his devotion. A
young man of many talents, his keen
mind quickly absorbed the mathematics, chemistry, astronomy, and
the business economy of France. At
the age of twenty three, he was al-

ready an authority on illumination,
having been awarded a gold medal
by the king in recognition of his paper on the artificial lighting of the
streets of Paris.
At twenty five he was admitted to
membership in the French Academy,
an honor customarily won, with great
difficulty, by men past their fiftieth
year. With his entrance into the academy, Lavoisier combined a life of
public service and a scientific career
of ceaseless and untiring energy.
He was assigned at once to several
committees. He was instrumental in
engineering the Parisian water supply and the city's system of firehydrants. He is looked upon as the
father of the science of nutrition.
The pursuit of all things in a scientific spirit took a veritable demoniacal hold on his mind, leading him
into a bewildering variety of subjects: the cultivation of cabbage, the
working of coal deposits, the decomposition of niter, manufacture of
starch, study of inks, fossils, tapestry making, engraving, dyeing, tobaccos, oils, grease, marble, cess
pools, making of plate glass, fuels,
nutrition of vegetables. The list is
too long.
Lavoisier wanted money, more and
more of it, to be able to devote his
time to science, to equip laboratories,
to finance his experiments, to purchase expensive equipment and make
his own apparatus, however costly.
Being an independently rich man,
these were not just idle pipe-dreams;
yet he felt that his income was not
enough.
Shortly after his nomination to the
academy, Lavoisier entered the business world with a view to increasing
his wealth. He bought an interest in
the Ferme, a company of financiers,
and through his work here, eventually was named to head the new national arsenal, organized to insure
the French government's powder
supply.
Lavoisier had in the meantime
married, and with his young wife
moved to the arsenal. These were intensely busy years of his life, full of
administrative tasks in connection
with the arsenal, the Ferme,the academy. There was, in addition, scientific work of a varied nature to be
(Continued on page 22)
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Campus Survey
By James Morris, jr., c.e.
and Michel Cvengros, jr., e.e.
Sports
The hallowed halls of Rose Poly
now have another year to add to
their memoirs. There are innumerable events which could be mentioned
as ones which will, in the future, be
attached to the years of '47-'48, but
let us dwell upon a single phase of
the past school year—sports.
In the autumn of 1947, Rose Poly
became a member of the newly
formed Hoosier Conference which
consisted of eight smaller colleges in
the Hoosier state (naturally). This
conference required its members to
compete in football, basketball, baseball, and track.
Our coaching staff, consisting of
Phil Brown for football and track
and Jim Carr for basketball and baseball, managed to formulate a representation for each of the above mentioned sports. Phil and Jim were
plagued, as all coaches are, by injuries, but added to this seasonlong
worry was the ever-present fear that
the team would be crippled or totally
wrecked by an even greater menace,
the scourage of probational grades.
Yea, Verily! many a potential star
sat at a study desk or a bar stool because he was on probation, or be-
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cause he was so near it that he could out quite a few surprises. In fact
not afford the time required for some of the catches made by Ed
"How - na - hell - did - he-reach-that practice!
In spite of these drawbacks, Rose one?" Eckerman have been not only
placed teams on the field when neces- surprising, but also slightly miracsary—teams that were glorious even ulous.
in defeat, filled with the same spirit
of competition, the same courage New Field House Nears
and sportsmanship that was present Completion
in the teams of more successful years.
Since sometime last winter, the
They went up against bigger and student body of Rose has been watchbetter teams, against men who could ing and speculating on the progress
concentrate fully on the job at hand, of the new field house. Work went
because they knew that some con- rather slowly during the cold winter
sideration would be given them for months but with the coming of
being out of class. They cheerfully Spring, the project began to take on
(we think) burned the so-called mid- new life and even the most cynical
night oil, so that they might win and of the students were forced to admit
that perhaps we were really going to
wear the coveted "R".
have a new field house by fall.
are,
The students should be, and
The project had its real beginning
proud of their teams and the men
when
the school purchased a B-29
to
who coached them. We lay claim
no championships or great victories, airplane hangar from the governbut our boys played just as hard and ment. With this as a starter, contract
as clean as any champ ever did. bids were taken, and a base bid was
There can certainly be no disgrace in let at around $310,000 with the school
defeat, when we can justly say, furnishing the hangar.
The purpose of the field house, as
"They did their best; they gave it all
explained by one of the school offithey had."
Intramural softball play is in full cials, is not necessarily to enable
swing. To date the nine old men (the Rose to cope with capacity crowds at
Faculty, that is), have been dishing athletic events, but rather to give
rise to more intramural sports at the
school. In view of this objective there
will be only 500 permanent bleacher
seats in the arena. If larger crowds
are expected, they will be provided
for with portable bleachers which
may be removed from the house and
transported to other places on the
campus where they are needed.
As to the actual layout of the inside, it has several interesting features. An indoor basketball court, a
1/12-mile track and a 60-yard
straightaway for track meets, and
indoor tennis and volleyball courts,
are a few of the attractions to be
offered to the students of the school.
At the east end of the main arena an
adjoining section will provide spacious locker rooms for student, varsity,
and visiting teams. This wing will
also house much of the equipment
and offer storage space. A similar
addition at the other end of the
building will serve as a memorial
hall and in years to come will be
'adorned with the trophies and banners of the successful athletic teams
Left: A beginning.
Photo by Silverman

'Art'

ing of the student chapter on April
29.
A. I. E. E.
A series of three student talks constituted the activities of the A.I.E.E.
for the month of April.
Jean White presented a talk on
April 5 entitled, "Volt-Ampere-Hour
Meter." This meter is used to measure "apparent energy" of a load. On
the same day, Leonard Albers told
about, "Parallel Operation of Alternators." He concentrated upon techniques of sychronizing generators for
parallel operation.
The third talk was given by Milton
Lowenstein on April 29. "Electromagnetic Separation of Isotopes" was
the subject. It provided an insight
into recent developments in the field
as presented in the Smyth report on
atomic energy.
Photo by Tennessen

James Robinson receives the Heminway Medal. Highlight of the Honor Assembly
was the presentation of gifts by the student body and the Alumni Association to
Miss Mary Gilbert, as evidence of their esteem for the recently retired registrar.

of Rose. This section will also be
equipped with a lounge and public
rest rooms.
With the completion of the project,
Rose students will have an opportunity to receive a more rounded education and perhaps derive more enjoyment from their college life at
Rose.

nity, under the able direction of Mr.
Alfred Schmidt, deserved to win the
trophy. The Lambda Chi's (the
smallest of the groups competing)
are to be congratulated for their fine
vocal work.
Following the fraternities' songs,
the Rose Glee Club presented a few
selections.

Interfraternity Sing
Under sunny skies, on June 6, the
Lost Greeks presented the second annual interfraternity sing by the shore
of the lake at the Rose campus. Last
year the first of these events was
presented and proved to be such a
success that it was decided to repeat
it again this year. Dr. Prentice in a
short talk remarked that since it had
been held two years in a row, it now
was an official tradition of Rose.
Each year an impressive trophy is
awarded to the winning fraternity,
which keeps it until the following
year when it is again competed for.
In the event that any fraternity
should win the trophy three years in
a row, they are to receive the award
as a permanent adornment of their
halls.
A great deal of work goes into this
event for this type of vocal work is
perhaps one of the hardest. The absence of a piano and the fact that the
singing takes place outdoors make it
a rather difficult feat. Anyone who
heard the program that the four fraternities presented could have litle
doubt that all of them had worked
very hard to get their sings into
shape. There was also little doubt, in
the minds of the students or judges,
that the Lambda Chi Alpha frater-

Radio Club
The three-tube radio kits, purchased
by the club for the use of its members, have been well received. Several radios have been completed with
gratifying results—they worked!
Bob Hildebrand demonstrated the
recording and playback machine at
the first meeting of the term, and
Vice-president Paul Ford gave an
interesting talk on the wire recorder
at the second meeting of the club.
Several new faces have been in
evidence at the meetings lately; it is
hoped that this will become standard
practice.
The Annual Regional Conference
at Davenport, Iowa, April 18-20, was
attended by George Blount, Allen
Smith, and Mr. McWilliams. A number of the A.S.M.E. members attended a banquet at Purdue, where
Mr. E. G. Bailey, president of A.S.
M.E., was the main speaker of the
evening.
A technicolor movie, entitled
"There's An Engineering Reason"
and produced by the Yarnall Waring
Corporation, was shown at a meetRight: Farewell.
(See Editorial)
Photo by Silverman

Alumni News
By Edward Meagher, sr., ch.e.
and Mort Hief, soph.
W. A. Layman
This month the Technic presents
the first of a series of articiles on outstanding Rose graduates. It is our
sincere hope that this will become a
regular monthly feature of the magazine. However, the cooperation of
you alumni is necessary. Some of you
have already received requests for
background iciformation and others
will in the near future. We should
appreciate the prompt answering of
these requests so as to facilitate the
preparation of these articles.
The subject for the first of these
articles is an apt choice in as much
as he was the first editor of the
Technic. Mr. Layman has been a
successful executive and consulting
engineer and it is hoped that this
article will be a source of inspiration
to the younger graduates and the
undergraduates.
W. A. Layman was born at Smithton, Missouri, in 1869. When he was
eight years old the family moved to
Terre Haute, and he graduated from
the public schools there. While still
in high school, he was invited to join
the city editorial staff of the Daiily
Express. Mr. Layman came to Rose
in 1889 on the advice of the president,
Dr. T. C. Mendenhall, whom he interviewed for publication in the Express. While at Rose he founded and
edited the first Technic, and he later
was editor of the first Modulus. He
was very active in athletics, playing
four years on the baseball squad and
three years on the track squad.
On graduation in 1892, Mr. Layman entered the employment of the
Wagner Electric Co. of St. Louis as a
draftsman when that company had 22
employees. He became president and
chairman of the board of that company in 1913. In 1926 he retired leaving the company with 4000 employees. He then engaged in advisory and
consultant relationship with financial
firms on industrial and financial
management until he fully retired
from active business in 1945 at the
age of 76.
He married Laura E. Toms in 1896.
Mr. and Mrs. Layman celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary in
1946. They have four daughters,
seven grandchildren, and one greatgrandchild.
Mr. Layman has endeavored to
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keep reasonably up to date in industrial and scientific evolution, and he
has not entirely abandoned interest
in writing for technical journals. He
enjoys helping young men in establishing themselves in their own businesses, and he still plays golf.
According to Mr. Layman, his most
interesting jobs were surveying some
60 to 70 corporations for banking
houses, acquiring patents for clients,
assisting in diversifying products of
industries, placing war contracts for
devices of critical importance, and
preparing briefs in renegotiation of
war contracts.
When asked if he would advise a
young man to study engineering, Mr.
Layman said he would freely advise
it, and that engineer-preparation
should be carefully supplemented
with as much all-around culture as
possible. "Narrow engineering preparation greatly limits the graduate engineer in professional advancement.
Rose has the great advantage of being a small school with an atmosphere of great earnestness. The success of Rose graduates is its prime
endorsement to the man canvassing
the open doors for engineering education."
Mr. Layman says that many qualities are responsible for success.
"First, unquestioned uprightness of
character. Next, alert ambition and
industry, development of personality,
and generous delivery of efficient
service. Stability of character and
genuine loyalty are absolutely essential to preferment in service. Restless ambition is a fatal asset. Cultivation of unselfish friendships affords
assured enjoyment of life. Be an
asset to your community in public
service. Select a genuine partner for
life. Share with her all your problems and successes. Be her consultant in domestic life and she your
consultant in your professional life."
Mr. Layman praised the Technic
in saying, "I enjoy and am myself
developed professionally by careful
reading of its contents."
Change Jobs? Get Married?
Addition to the Family?
Your classmates are interested so
why not keep them informed by
notifying the Technic?
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Helen Carter Pogue, of
Great Neck, Long Island, New York,
at All Saint's Episcopal church in
Great Neck. They will make their
home in Washington, D. C., where
the groom is employed by the Navy
Department. Best wishes from the
Technic.
Lindeman has been transferred to LaCrosse, Wisconsin by the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
Railroad.
Richard G. Weldele and
Miss Maryalice Thompson, of Poland, Indiana,
were married April 18 in Poland.
Mr. and Mrs. Weldele will live in Indianapolis where he is a chemical
engineer with the Eli Lilly Company.
Best wishes from the Technic.
William Mitchell and Miss
Joanne Cousart were married March 5 in St. Paul's
chapel on the campus of Columbia
University. They will live in New
York City while the groom continues
his graduate work at Columbia University. The Technic staff extends
its congratulations.
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Changing Your Mailing Address?
For Prompt Service, Notify The
Technic Directly—In Advance
if Possible
Robert Kylander has taken a position for the summer with the Shell Development Company in San Francisco. During the past year, Kylander
has been doing graduate work at
Oklahoma A & M.
Robert Bannister received his
Master of Science degree at the recent graduation exercises of the University of Illinois.
andreMiss ri
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,47 Bant
Willis Rosee

last May 1 in Kenmore,
New York. Congratulations from the
Technic.
Don Graham Stuart and Miss
Kinuyo Sumida were married recently at Riverside church in New
York City. Both Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
are now doing graduate work in International Affairs at Columbia University. Best wishes from the Technic.
Taz Roes 'Naomi

Wilson Returns to Rose
By Alex J. Vogl
and James Morris
Wilson Returns to Rose
It was with a great deal of interest
and enthusiasm that the members of
Rose Polytechnic Institute welcomed
back one of its most sucessful graduates, Mr. LeRoy Wilson, who was
recently elected to the position of
President of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company. His return
was highlighted by the city-wide observance in Terre Haute of LeRoy
Wilson Day.
Mr. Wilson spent the day greeting
friends and visiting old haunts. He
appeared before a joint assembly of
Terre Haute High Schools held in the
Zorah Shrine Temple and later in the
day was toasted at a Civic Dinner in
the Terre Haute House. But for Rose
students and the many alumni who
returned for the occasion, the climax
of the day came with the presentation
of an Honorary Doctor of Engineering Degree.
The diploma was presented by Dr.
Prentice in the presence of the student body, alumni, and members of

the faculty. Preceding the presentation, Mr. Wilson delivered an address
to the assembly in which he reminisced about his days at Rose. He encouraged the students to realize that
although some of their courses will
never be of practical use to them
after they leave school, (he mentioned calculus) they are none the
less invaluable to the well educated
individual.
"It is natural for most of us to take
the circumstances we live in for
granted . . . It is difficult to realize,
for example, how different the economic framework of our lives is from
that of all past ages. This is particularly true in America, where political freedom, vigorous enterprise, the
advance of technology and the creation of new industrial methods have
combined to bring about a higher
over-all standard of living than has
ever been achieved before."
Mr. Wilson commended the school
for its efforts to keep its academic
program on a general enough level to

enable its graduates to cope with
whatever situation might arise in
this constantly changing world. He
advised the undergraduates to refrain from too specialized an education, citing his own case of a Civil
Engineer rising to the presidnecy of
a corporation whose work is largely
electrical. He added that only the
engineer whose specialized knowledge has a broad base of theoretical
subjects can remain successful in the
flux of our modern technological
civilization.
LeRoy Wilson is the typical American self-made man. He worked his
way through Rose, first as a movie
operator and later as the pianist who
played in front of the theater while
the hero and the vilian of the silent
cinema battled it out on the screen.
After leaving Rose he entered the
Indiana Bell System at Indianapolis,
where he soon rose to manager of
the traffic department. Some years
later he was transferred to the na(Continued on page 28)

Left to right: Dr. D. B. Prentice, Prof. C. C. Knipmeyer, Prof. 0. L. Stock, Dr. C. P. Sousley, Dr LeRoy Wilson, Dr John
Photos by Tennessen
White, and Prof. Carl Wischmeyer.
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Fraternity Notes
Lambda Chi Alpha

ing the Interfraternity Dance held at
the Mayflower Room and the picnic
held at Turkey Run State Park.

With the closing of June, the results of another slaving term were
On May 21 the formal initiation
reaped, but on the brighter side, the
ceremony
was held for Norman
terms ending meant a vacation for
all of us at Rose. This vacation is the Meyer and Edward Bollinger. Dr.
one thing that most of us have so Charles E. Kircher, Professor of
eagerly looked forward to since our Chemical Engineering at Rose, was
first day of registration, but until re- also initiated as an honorary memcently our hopes were all in vain. ber.
Now the short vacation is over and
The chapter officers elected for the
our minds must again turn toward
next
six months are LeRoy Peterson,
thoughts of education and the future.
president; Mort Hief, vice president;
Lambda Chi Alpha, after the short Carl Wokasein, secretary; Dave
recess, looks forward to even greater Smith, treasurer; Bill Pittman, rush
achievements than were experienced chairman; Jim Boyd, social chairin the past terms. The members of man; and Don Stolzy, ritalist.
Lambda Chi feel that their greatest
fraternity asset is the rich bond of
fellowship. This characteristic of the Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity has been true in the past,
Our chapter social chairman,
and the present members hope to Brother Carl Hildebrand
keep it thus during their short stay up another of his infamous dreamed
combinaat Rose as active members.
tions in the way of social functions.
The activities of the members of Since the lady wrestlers were not in
the fraternity seem to have increased town that week, the fraternity rein the past few terms. The following sorted to a more personal form of
members recently succeeded in dis- bodily torture. Our stomachs took a
tinguishing themselves on the cam- beating at the picnic held at Deming
Park — it wasn't that the food was
pus.
bad, E. C. Hildebrand broke a light
Baseball sweaters and letters were bulb and the glass fell in the baked
earned by Harold Monroney, Phil beans. A little later in the evening
Gardner, and Frank Oglesby.
the more strategic parts of our posteriors
took a good lambasting at
The following members were recenity elected as class officers: Wayne the skating party held at the WigMcCoy, senior class vice president; wam Roller Rink. A few of the more
Al Schmidt, junior class secretary- active but not so graceful members
treasurer; Bill Pittman, sophomore and their dates did quite a fine job
class president; and Phil Gardner, of dusting the rink for the managesophomore class athletic representa- ment. In spite of bruised and mangled bodies along with perforated
tive.
stomachs, a bouncing good time was
Last term the chapter was honored had by all.
by the visit of one of Lambda Chi's
The first annual V.M.I. Ball was
favorite sons, LeRoy Wilson, in his
visit to Rose Tech and Terre Haute. held Saturday, May 15 from 9-12 P.M.
It was brother Wilson's first visit to at the Deming Ballroom under the
the recently purchased fraternity joint sporsorship of the Sigma Nu
and Alpha Tau Omega fraternities.
house.
It has been the custom on other camThe fraternity's choral group suc- puses where these two organizations
ceeded in winning the Russet Song are active to hold a ball in comtrophy at the Lambda Chi Alpha memeration of their founding at a
State conclave held at West Lake common school, Virginia Military Innear Indianapolis. The fraternity al- stitute. This fine old tradition has
so won first place honors on the cam- been instituted here at Rose for the
pus in the Fraternity Sing and was first time.
awarded the Lost Greeks plaque by
Seems as if spring with all of its
President Prentice.
connotations of thoughts, young men,
Many spring and early summer and love is with us again. Brothers
social functions were held by the Jack Hill and Gordon Hayes are
fraternity. The outstanding ones be- shopping for cigars this week.
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Atomic Power Plants
(Continued from page 2)
fissionable materials which are used
in the construction of bombs. Consequently, "this puts economically
significant power utilization a generation away." The reasons for the
delay are two-fold: first, the world
situation demands the continued production of coal which is still the
mainstay of power production in the
country. As a matter of fact, when
the first power plants do appear, they
will probably be found outside the
United Statees—in the coal-starved
countries.
AEC ventures to predict that a
commercial-size, reasonably economical power plant could be produced
by 1952 if the job were urgent. The
first plant, however, will not be in
operation until 1960, and by 1970
20-25% of the country's power needs
will be supplied by atomic power
plants.
Use of atomic power is still restricted primarily to stationary power
plants, to ship propulsion, and possibly to aircraft.
Has a power plant or nuclear reactor
already been built?
The nuclear reactor at Los Alamos,
New Mexico is capable of delivering
enery output in usable form using
plutonium as the fuel, but the primary use of the reactor is for bomb
physics. The information obtained
from it will be of assistance in building the actual power plants.
The first pilot plant for power generation will be built at the Argonne
National Laboratory in Chicago. It
is to be a fast neutron reactor using
concentrated fuel, will operate at a
high power level, and at a temperature comparable to that of a modern
steam plant. It will take two years to
build.
General Electric at Schenectady
intends to have a reactor power plant
sometime in the future.
What about the technical problems
involved?
Two technical problems which are
close to solution: first, a heat-transfer fluid, which has a low rate of
neutron absorption, has been developed. It is liquid sodium alloyed with
potassium; second, the necessity for
"breeding" fuels demands reduction
of neutron losses. It is necessary to
produce reasonable quantities of additional fuels in the generating processes carried out in the nuclear reactor. AEC engineers claim that this
is now a possibility.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
ENGINEER...PHYSICIST...CHEMIST
For each, General Electric has assignments to his liking
General Electric is not one business, but an organization of many businesses, ranging from the
building of transformers at Pittsfield, Mass., to
the molding of plastics at Anaheim, Cal. Gradu-

ates of American colleges and universities are
finding that the 125 plants of General Electric
offer opportunities to all degrees of specialists, all
sorts of enthusiasms, all kinds of careers.

ENGINEER
Quoting Harry Winne (Syracuse '10), vice president in
charge of engineering policy: "The expansion of General
Electric into new fields and into production of more highly
complex equipment is building an unprecedented need for exceptionally trained engineers . . . To help meet this demand,
the Company is steadily expanding its Advanced Engineering
Program, under which young G-E engineers can study deeply
into such highly specialized fields as fluid mechanics, electronics, and electro-mechanical engineering."

PHYSICIST
"Industry is finding need for physicists in fields considered
to be foreign to them ten years ago" that is the prospect outlined by Dr. C. G. Suits (Wisconsin '27), vice president and
director of the G-E Research Laboratory at Schenectady.
Optical studies, high-energy nuclear research, "superconductivity," magnetic properties, high-frequency currents, physical
metallurgy—these are but a few phases of the work now being
done in physics by General Electric.

INSULATION CHEMIST
While much of General Electric's research in and
careers in—chemistry centers in the Chemical Department,
numerous chemical projects are carried on by other of the
Company's divisions. At Bridgeport, Conn., Lyman H. Hitchcock (Connecticut, '26) heads up development of such special
insulations as Butyl rubber and Polyethylene. The Company
is a leader in the development and application of both of these
synthetics for insulation purposes.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A CAREER WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC...
a career in business, write Business Training Course, Schenectady, N. Y.
a career in technical fields, write Technical Personnel Division, Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL
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GREAT MEN ...
(Continued from page 13)
reported upon, data to be collected,
experiments to be undertaken, and
theories to be carefully thought out.
All this Lavoisier had to do while
giving technical advice to the government, serving on the Committees
for Agriculture and for Weights and
Measures, maintaining a huge correspondence with widely scattered
men, and writing a book which was
to revolutionize the science of chemistry. Multiple tasks of a superman.
One of the very first things that
Lavoisier did after moving to the arsenal was to establish a private laboratory, with his wife as assistant.
From his own pocket he fitted workrooms with all manner of costly apparatus; then he threw open the
doors of his home and laboratory to
admit any scientist who wished to
communicate with him and learn of
his experiments.
As his fame grew, Lavoisier's laboratory became the meeting place for
the leaders of the scientific world.
Men came from far distant places to
see him and work with him: Priestly from England, Benjamin Franklin
from America, Igenhouse from Austria, Fontana from Italy.
Himself a young man, he encouraged other young men to visit his
laboratory, to see his demonstrations,
and occasionally, to assist him. Pierre
Dupont was able in this way to have
his son, E. I. Dupont, accepted as a
paid assistant in the arsenal. This
marked the beginning of the Dupont
fortune, for the young son, having
escaped from Paris during the Revolution, came to the United States
with an advanced knowledge of gunpowder obtained from Lavoisier's
laboratory.
Because Lavoiseir's laboratory afforded the very latest and finest of
apparatus procurable, many young
French scientists came there to do
work of their own, and to experiment
under his direction. Lavoisier was
their inspiration. Madame Lavoisier
later wrote: "Some scientific friends,
and a number of young men proud
to be allowed to assist in his experiments, would meet in his laboratory
early in the morning. They would
have their meals there . . . and discuss scientific subjects ,and it was in
this atmosphere that the theory
which has immortalized its author
was born."
Here in this laboratory, until he
was condemned to the block by the
terrorists of the Revolution, Lavoisier embodied the philosopher's
thirst for truth, the prospector's zest
for discovery, and the artist's struggle for self expression.
Page
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How did Lavoisier destroy the
phlogiston theory? By repeated experiments, by accurately weighing
his reagents and products over a period of eleven years, he concluded
that the reverse of the Stahl hypothesis was true, that something was
added rather than lost in combustion, and that this something was
oxygen right out of the air. He found
that when metals and similar substances are burned in the air, they
increase in weight to an extent exactly equivalent to the volume of
oxygen which they derive from the
atmosphere.
These experiments called a halt to
the unbridled fancy of the phlogistonists. By introducing the analytical
balance into the work of chemistry
as an instrument of precision, Lavoisier placed the new science upon the
definite quantitative basis of an exact dicipline. Weight and proportion,
numerically expressed, formed the
basis and test of each experiment undertaken in the Lavoisierian laboratory. Nothing left to chance or loose
hypothesis — exact cognizance was
taken of each quantity gained or lost.
This is why his results were so accurate, and so revolutionary.
Lavoisier, as a theorist and applicator alike, was possessed of uncommon sense. He proceeded to show that
respiration is a process of oxidation,
differing only in its rate from other
combustion phenomena.
Rightly did Lavoisier resent the attempts of some to deny him the honor of his achievement. In his own
mind he planned the magnificent
theory, and every enduring stone of
it he laboriously carved over an
eleven year period. "That theory," he
stated emphatically, "is not, as I hear
it called, the theory of the French
chemists, it is my own; it is a possession which I claim at the hands of
my contemporaries and posterity."
Also among Lavoisier's monumental achievements, and equally as
great as his oxygen theory, is his incomparable generalization known as
the Law of the Conservation of Matter. Suspected intuitively by chemists for years, he performed careful
experiments to show that this principle was really so, and therewith
gave us the experimental basis for
the balanced chemical equation.
Had he been spared the Revolutionary guillotine, Lavoisier would
have no doubt cleared up many of
the chemical problems which were
perplexing the scientific world. He
had planned for himself, with his
wife as assistant, a series of experiments destined to extend the range
of knowledge and which he hoped
would lead to an assured control

over natural agencies beyond the
dreams of poets and seers. He was
but fifty one years old, in the prime
of his experimental and theoretical
powers, when the terrorists of the
Revolution sacrificed him.
The leaders of the Revolutionary
proletariat in France saw in Lavoisier not a scientist but a member of
the odious and detestable Ferme.
They rumored that he was only masquerading as a savant. Was he not
a rich man, having inherited two fortunes, married into inestimable
wealth? His membership in the corrupted academy, his place at the head
of the powder works, and his privileged position in the upper crust of
French society all combined to condemn Lavoisier before the Paris proletariat.
By decree of the National Assembly in 1791, the Ferme was suppressed and its officials arrested.
While imprisoned in an overcrowded,
filthy Revolutionary cellar, Lavoisier
prepared his chemical memoirs.
Neither his eminence as a scientist
nor his services to the State could
make a certain class of people forget
that Lavoisier had been a member
of the much hated Ferme, a company
of tax gatherers. The presiding terrorist is reported to have said, "The
Republic has no use for men of science."
Lavoisier was beheaded in May,
1794, and thrown into a nameless
grave. Two years later, the judgment
was reversed and the French nation
solemnly strove to atone for its error
in an impressive funeral ceremony.
"The gravest crime of the French
Revolution was not the execution
of the king, but the execution of Lavoisier."
Of Lavoisier, the German industrial chemist Liebig said, "He discovered no new body, no new property,
no natural phenomenon previously
unknown; but all the facts established by him were the necessary
consequence of the labors of those
who preceedde him. His merit, his
immortal glory, consists of this: that
he infused into the body of the science a new spirit."
When we review the literature
and compare Lavoisier's performance
with the efforts of his predecessors,
his achievements stand out in solitary
grandeur. When he first began to experiment in his laboratory, the
knowledge of the natural laws was
ragged and disordered; at his death
he left to chemistry an unforgettable
heritage of precision which •has illuminated the whole realm of modern science.
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—The volume of nature is the book of knowledge"— OLIVER
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Why water gets better all the time
Most people take purified water for granted today. But
water now gets other scientific "treatments" as well...to
do highly specialized jobs.
New chemicals, for example, make hard water soft...
for a quicker, cleaner job of washing and laundering. And,
important to industry, are other chemicals that war on corrosion... and lower the freezing point of water.
There is wetter-water, too ... water chemically treated
so that it penetrates more quickly, spreads more evenly. It
helps do a better dyeing job on the clothes we wear. In
fire-fighting, wetter-water soaks in faster, quenches stubborn blazes swiftly... and cuts fire and water damage.
To get the full benefits of water, we need today's engineering advances and better materials. New plastics now
used in our tough, long-lasting, lightweight garden hose.
Also, improved alloy steels in today's pumps, pipelines,

tanks ... that bring water from reservoir to your home or
factory, where it's always on tap.
The people of Union Carbide produce these and many
other materials essential to the handling and treatment of
water. They also produce hundreds of other materials for
the use of science and industry, thus helping maintain
American leadership in meeting the
needs of mankind.
FREE: You are invited to sendfor the new illustrated booklet,"Products and Processes," which
shows how science and industry use UCC's
Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics.

UNION CARBIDE
ANDCARS0217 CORP°RA _Tr0.2Ir
30 EAST 42ND STREET

NEW

YORK

17, N. Y.

Products of Divisions and Units include
LINDE OXYGEN • PREST-O-LITE ACETYLENE • PYROFAX GAS • BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS
NATIONAL CARBONS • EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES • ACHESON ELECTRODES
PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES • ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS • HAYNES STELLITE ALLOYS • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from page 11)
dies, as they are moved up or down,
forwards or back, or from side to
side. In addition the handles can be
turned around three axes, by wrist
movement, and this causes the hooks
to do likewise. While most of the
connections between handles and
hooks are mechanical, the twisting
of the wrists is accomplished electrically. This permits the artificial
hands to do something real ones cannot. They can be twisted around completely, any number of times, which
is particularly useful when unscrewing a nut, for example.

New Conductivity Cell.

Conductivity Cell for
Viscous Materials
A new type of conductivity cell
(see cut) now makes it possible to
determine with precision the resistivities of viscous liquids, pastes,
suspensions, and wetted powders.
The apparatus, which also possesses
several advantages for use with freeflowing liquids, is simple, inexpensive, and rugged in construction.
With some alteration of cell dimensions, it is expected to be very useful
in measuring the conductivities of
pastes, glues, viscous aqueous solutions, aqueous cement suspensions,
pigment slurries, clay suspensions,
Page 24

moistened soil, and other materials.
Other suggested applications lie in
the textile, plastic, and soap industries and in the manufacture of adhesives, batteries and ceramics.
In the apparatus the electrodes are
YOU'LL GET A
made of graphite impregnated with
paraffin oil, instead of the more usual
KICK OUT OF
platinum. The corrosive action of the
ammonium chloride electrolyte used
in dry cells and the sturdiness and
YOUR SHOES
durability of the carbon electrodes
reservoirs
The
make this desirable.
of electrolytic material surrounding
AFTER HAVING
each electrode are separated by a
small-diameter tube that also contains some of the electrolytic material
THEM REPAIRED
in order to obtain a cell with a satisfactory constant for use with strong
concentrations of highly conductive
AT
salt solutions.
The two graphite electrodes, like
those ordinarily used in D-size dry
Stafford Hat and
cells but shortened to about 1 3/16
tubes
in
glass
inserted
inches, are
1
2 inches
about 23,4 inches long and 1/
Shoe Sanitarium
in inside diameter. These larger tubes
are joined by a 3-inch tube having an
inside diameter of 1/4 inch, the conC-1654
108 N. 7th St.
nections being made with rubber
stoppers. The extreme end of each
electrode has an electrolytically deposited coat of copper, to which is
soldered a lead wire. The leads are
protected by glass or plastic tubing,
the ends of which are embedded in
the top and bottom rubber stoppers. (
The large glass tubes are graduated
to permit insertion of stoppers to the
same depth each time the cell is assembled, and the stoppers are connected by springs to prevent leakage
of material.
Loading the conductivity cell is
CUSTOMBI1T
not difficult. Free-flowing materials
are first poured into the lower electrode compartment. The small-bore
middle portion, with top section attached, is then fitted into the bottom
section, forcing air and excess liquid
through the connecting tube into the
top compartment. Additional liquid
is poured in to fill the top section, and
finally the topmost stopper is inserted, expelling any excess through an
overflow tube. With an electrolytic
paste the procedure is the same.
However, care should be taken to
get no paste in the overflow tube, and
the paste must be promptly gelatinized by immersing the assembled cell
in hot water. A slurry is loaded in
the same way as a liquid, except that
PIPE REPAIRING
considerable force may be required
to join the two upper sections to the
BIEL'S
bottom section. A wetted powder requires tamping in all three tubes.
Terre Haute's Pipe House
Although the new cell is not un420 Wabash Ave.
breakable, it will withstand consid(Continued on page 27)
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HOW TO GET
A PATENT

To be patentable, a technical contribution must be both new and useful. At

library research experts and patent attor-

Standard Oil (Indiana) there exists a
stimulating atmosphere in which our tech-

neys. Their findings and the results of
laboratory tests go with the disclosure to
an application committee. On the aver-

nical men continuously contribute to
progress with new, useful inventions.

age, one patent application is filed for
every seven disclosures submitted.

The work of all our research men is reviewed by trained patent advisors. When
a researcher conceives a new solution to a

This procedure gets results for Standard Oil and Standard men. We believe it
compares most favorably with the patent

problem, he is encouraged to submit it in
the form of a disclosure. A careful search

practices of other industries—and few indeed can match Standard's record for
technological progress.

is made on his behalf by Standard Oil

Standard Oil Company
(INDIANA)
910 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

STAN DARD
• STANDARD
SERVICE
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BIRTH OF A STATION ...
(Continued from page 7)
the station may be granted full
license.
All this has to be done to get the
station into operation. At the same
time much work has to be done to
provide the stations with the programs which will provide its income.
A net work affiliation is practically
a must for a radio station, since local
merchants can hardly take up all the
time of the station. This is particularly so if there is already another station in the same town. The business
staff of the station must sell to the
network the idea of having an outlet
in that locality. If the network accepts the station, the station must pay
a flat monthly rate to the network for
its services. The services of the network are obviously to supply programs to the member stations, but
there are two or three parts to that
particular item. The network does
not bargain with a sponsor and try
to sell that sponsor time on all or
even part of the stations of the network. The member stations usually
subscribe to an advertising agency
whose business it is to know when a
company would like radio time, or
the agency is to try to sell radio time
to a company for the stations who
have subscribed to the agency. If the
company decides to purchase time
from the individual stations it applies to the network for time through
those stations. The sponsoring company pays each station individually
for the time purchased.
In addition to the commercials
handled by the network, sustaining

programs, for which no one receives
pay, are produced to fill the time for
which there are no sponsors. The
member stations of the network may
use all or any part of the sustaining
programs to fill in their time.

come from the local establishments
is not to be overlooked. Perhaps
some merchant desires to sponsor a
newscaster, or a ball game, or a show
featuring some of the local talent on
the time for which he pays. There
are many possibilities. In many inAnother service of the network is stances, the local merchants
may conto supply transcriptions of programs tact more widely known
entertainers
to stations in different time zones. for their program time. This
is freFor instance, a sponsor may have quently handled by the transcription
purchased a half hour between 6:00 method, and the show is made
up and
P.M. and 6:30 P.M. in all time zones transcribed at a local station
wherewith the show to be produced in ever the entertainers may be
New York. The network transcribes Then the transcriptions are located.
sent to
that show at the time of broadcast the station which is to carry that prohour
an
wires
and sends it over the
gram.
later for stations operating on central
time. In this manner, the sponsor has
Local broadcasts are carried out
the six o'clock time regardless of the
many circumstances which are
under
zonal difference. The transcriptions
are on record blanks made of an similar to network broadcasts. Broadaluminum base covered with an ace- casts are made from not only the
tate film. These records need no pro- studios of the station but from points
cessing and they may be played back around the city. They may be made
immediately. In some cases, the re- from one of the local hotels or nightcording is made on a magnetic tape clubs where there is dance or dinner
which may be replayed immediately. music. The programs are returned to
This tape recording is not the same the studio over the local telephone
as the wire recording devices which lines. Wherever possible the local
telephone lines are used to bring the
are now on the market.
Programs from the originating sta- program to the studio because all
tion to all parts of the network are traffic must pass through the studio
console. Occasionally spot
carried over standard telephone lines. control
The telephone lines must be balanced programs must be covered which
though to prevent distortion from cannot be wired directly to the
appearing in the radio signals. Dis- studio, and in these cases, a wire retortion from the telephone lines may cording may be made on the spot and
be the result of the length of the line, played at a later hour over the air.
the proximity of other wires to the
Many are the considerations which
line, and perhaps several other
things, but it must be corrected be- must enter into getting the program
fore audio from the lines can be used on the air, but they are not insurmountable. More and more stations
on a radio station.
The network supplies much of the are being added, and as they are addincome of the radio station, but in- ed, the situation becomes more and
more complicated. The engineers accept the challenge, scratch their
heads a little harder, and dig in, and
soon there is another station on the
air.
"Say. Is that the Fred Allen show?
Turn the volume up just a little.
That's fine."

See you at the

JUNIOR PROM
in
the air conditioned

Mayflower Room
on
September 18 — 9-12 P.M.

WINK
WATT'S
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DON'T KNOW WHERE HES FROM BUT HE
IS TIM

$3.00 per couple (tax included)
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partners in creating
"The Fountain Pen Store"

VIQUESNEY'S
Drawing Equipment

1`44,LE

Engineering leaders for the last 80 years have made
K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials
their partners in creating the great technical achievements of America. So nearly universal is the reliance on
K & E products, it is self-evident that every major engineering project has been completed with the help of K &E.

Dra
Roroduction,
Survryinf Equipment
and Mattriak
Slid, Rules.
AfraJuring Tape.

and
Supplies
644 Wabash - 815 Ohio

TERRE HAUTE,
INDIANA

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from page 24)
erable rough handling. Replacement
of any one part requires only a few
moments, and some parts may even
be replaced without a redetermination of the cell constant. On the other
hand, an ordinary conductivity cell
requires expert glass blowing to repair a break, and the repair must be
followed by replatinizing of the electrodes and a recalibration of the cell.
While designed primarily for use
with viscous materials, the cell also
has some advantages for the study of
free-flowing liquids. Since it may be
wiped dry before loading, there is no
need of rinsing with the liquid under
test, as is done before a commercial
conductivity cell is used. Following
a determination the solution may be
diluted or otherwise modified and a
further resistivity determination
made, or it may be returned to storage with very little loss in volume.
The apparatus may be used in
conjunction with any of the usual
methods of measuring electrolytic
resistances. Reproducibility has apparently been limited mainly by the
bridge that is used. However, duplicate sets of data have been found to
to check within 0.2%.
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Pilto-Cabin Cooling Necessary
In Fast Planes
Pilot-cabin cooling is necessary
with jet-propelled aircraft capable of
flight speeds of 600 miles per hour.
Flight at speeds over the 600 milesper-hour mark under extreme temperature conditions requires some
means of refrigeration to make the
cabin endurable for the crew members.
The heat comes from the outside
of the plane — even when traveling
high above the earth where the temperatures may be well below zero
Fahrenheit. It forms in the so-called
boundary layer of air next to the
plane which passes over the craft at
a lower velocity than the outer air.
It is due to the conversion of the
kinetic energy of the air stream into
heat. Part of this heat is dissipated
to the air stream, but part passes to
the cabin walls and raises the inside
temperature.
In addition to this heat, there is
also a heat input from electrical
equipment, crew members, and solar
radiation. It is not surprising, therefore, that even at high altitudes operation of the cooling system is necessary.
In a jet-propelled plane equipped
(Continued on page 30)
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CATALYST MANUFACTURE ...
(Continued from page 2)
The fluidized process for catalytic
cracking uses a catalyst in the form
of a powder or micro-sphere. In the
SINCE 1877
fluidized process the powdered catalyst in the reactor is in a constant
TERRE HAUTE'S STERLING STORE
state of turbulence due to the forced
passage of the oil vapors through the
catalyst. Liquid phase reactions also
• GORHAM
• INTERNATIONAL
use powdered catalysts batch-wise as
in the hydrogenation of oils and fats
• TOWLE
* REED & BARTON
• LUNT
with nickel. Preformed catalysts are
• WALLACE
• HEIRLOOM
used in fixed-bed catalysis. Here the
reactants are passed through the
catalyst bed. In many cases the activity is impaired in time by the deNATIONALLY ADVERTISED WATCHES
position of carbonaceous materials
• ELGIN
which are burned off the catalyst bed
• BULOVA
by combustion with air under con• HAMILTON
• ROLEX
• BENRUS
trolled conditions.
The most important properties of
• WALTHAM
• LONGINES
performed catalysts are activity,
selectivity, catalyst life, mechanical
and thermal stability, crushing
strength, porosity, bulk density, surface area, and corrosive and erosive
properties. The suitability is determined by the chemical composition,
Use Our Budget Payment Plan
and the activity, basically, by poros20 N. 6th
ity and surface area. Addition of promotors or retarders to the basic
catalyst determines selectivity.
Catalyst life depends to a great
extent upon the nature of the pro'cess, the chemical nature of the materials processed, and their freedom
DRINK
from poisons. Consequently, a catalyst manufacturer must have an intimate knowledge of and wide experi
ence in the manufacture of the various inorganic chemicals which are
now used as raw materials in the
IN BOTTLES
manufacture of more than $14,000,000
"The Pause That Refreshes"
worth of catalysts per year.
1
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WILSON RETURNS ...
(Continued from page 19)
tional headquarters in New York,
where as vice president in charge of
finance he affected one of the biggest
bond issues in American history,
adding 14,000 new stock holders to
A. T. & T. and increasing the corporation's capitalization by $2,000,000,000.
In recognition of this achievement,
the board of directors in February
elected Mr. Wilson to the Corporation's Presidency. In his new capacity, Mr. Wilson heads the largest
private enterprise in the world, consisting of a world wide network of
all modern types of communication.
In behalf of the alumni, faculty,
and students of Rose Polytechnic Institute, we wish the best of luck and
continued success to LeRoy A. Wilson, an outstanding Son of Rose.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

BALL POWDER ...
(Continued from page 9)
ing coating consisting of a plasticizer
such as diphenyl- or dibutyl phthalate
is the usual deterrent.
The slurry is filtered to a moisture
content of 8% in an Oliver continuous suction filter, after which it may
be rolled or dried. If the powder is
to be rolled, it is remixed with water
and fed into a system of two mechanical rolls of variable setting. The
rolled powder is gauged as to minimum thickness by a micrometer, and
setting of rolls is adjusted accordingly. After rolling, excess water is
centrifuged off, and the product sent
to the dryers.
Originally the dryers were of
Proctor-Schwartz, or radiant types,
but these have been superseded by

WIRE

ELECT( IC PRODUCTS

11111 1111111

RACEWAYS

National Electric
Products Corporation
Pittsburgh 30.Pa.
•
"When You Say It With Flowers
Fig. 4. Finished Powder.

a new innovation—infra-red continuous belt dryers. The infra-red dryers
use an endless rubber covered canvas
belt, 4 ft. x 80 ft. The powder containing 8% moisture is fed onto the
belt at the rate of 140 lb. per hour.
The heat is supplied by 250 watt
infra-red lamps arranged in 28 banks
of 5 each. The concentration of lamps
is greater at the wet end than at the
dry end. A slight counter--current
movement of air is maintained to remove evaporated moisture. Automatic control of powder temperature
is obtained by thermocouples riding
in the powder bed.
From the dryer, the powder is
transported to the remaining operations of glazing, screening, and blending. At this point, dry deterrent coatings may be applied just prior to
glazing by tumbling powder and deterrent in a "sweetie barrel." Glazing,
the coating of dry powder with
graphite to prevent electrostatic attraction is also performed in the
"sweetie barrel." The powder is then
(Continued on page 30)
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• RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT BALL POWDER . • •
(Continued from page 27)

Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements

with an expansion-turbine type cooling system, air taken from the jetengine compressor is the source of
cabin ventilation. Two systems of
cooling the air are used, one a simple
system, the other the so-called bootstrap method. In the simple system
the air is cooled by passing it through
a heat-exchanger, which uses ram
air as the cooling medium, and then
is cooled further by expansion
through the turbine.

(Continued from page 29)
screened on shaker type cloth
screens, and sent to the blending
tower. In accordance with instructions from the ballistics testing laboratory, the various batches are blended to give a performance which is
exactly predictable.
The finished powder, shown in Fig.
4, is then canned and stored in magazines, widely separated as are all
buildings in Western's ball powder
plant.

The bootstrap system utilizes two
heat exchangers combined with a
centrifugal compressor and an expansion turbine. The air taken from
the engine is passed through the first
heat exchanger and then is comThis new and unique process stands
pressed in the centrifugal compressor
as
a monument to the perseverance
to an appreciably higher pressure.
ingeniousness of Fred Olsen,
and
The air is cooled in the second heat
exchanger and then is finally cooled now director of research at Western
by expansion in the turbine.
Cartridge Company. It is also a
challenge
to the chemical and chemThe ever-increasing speeds of miliical
engineering
professions for it
require
planwill
aircraft
that
tary
ning and development of cooling shows full well what may be done
equipment keep abreast of the air- by intelligent deviation from standcraft requirements. The development ard practice toward
the achievement
of high air speeds and better cooling
goal.
of
a
new
systems should be parallel.
•

•
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GAS TURBINE .. .
(Continued from page 2)
speed is obtained. The heavier fuel
CALL FOR "SHELLEY"
will be preheated to between 2000
and 300°F. before atomization and
will be cleaned by centrifuging or
AGENT FOR
filtering.
The two-stage turbine includes a
number of interesting and somewhat
HERM ERMISCH CLEANERS
unique features. Two stages are used
instead of multistage design because
the design is simpler and more comADDRESS: BARRACKS APT. NO. 50
pact and because the exit temperature, especially of the first stage is
lower. The rim of the rotor is com- •
posed of stainless material suitable
for high-temperature operation, and
it is welded to the body of the wheel
composed of law-alloy high strength
TO DANCE BETTER . . .
steel, suitable for operation up to
700°F.
The accessories are driven from
BETTER GO TO...
an accessory gearbox on the front
run
of the unit. A fuel regulator,
from the accessory gear box, controls
the functions of maintaining speed
and power output. Besides the usual
control functions there is a temperature sensitive device in the exhaust
to prevent excessive temperature. It
appears that a shaft input of 100 hp
120 So. 7th St.
C-9508
should result in satisfactory starting
unit.
the
•
of
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Sly
Droolings
By Robert Campbell, sr., c.e.
First Husband:"What a pest my
wife is! Always asking for money.
'Gimme a dollar — gimme five dollars — gimme ten!"
Second Husband: "What does
she do with all that money?"
First Husband: "How should I
know? I never gave her any."
* * * *
Social-Minded Mother: "I wish
you'd speak to our daughter. I
caught her kissing the mailman this
morning."
Father: "I certainly will. Wasting time on the mailman when we
owe the iceman so much money."
* * * *
At a seance, a widow had her late
husband produced by the medium.
"George," she asked, "Are you
as happy as you were on earth with
me?"
"Happier," replied the ghost.
"Tell me about heaven," begged
the widow.
"Who's in heaven?" snapped the
ghost.
* * * *
Scotch Golfer: "Tell me, lad, how
are you at finding lost balls?"
Caddy: "Pretty good, sir."
Scotch Golfer: "Good, find me
one and we can start."
* * * *
Silly Question No. 327869
"Are you fishing?"
"Heck no lady, I'm out here
drowning worms."
* * * *
Mrs. Decatur had just had quadruplets and her friend Mrs. Bigelow
was very much impressed.
"Think of it," said Mrs. Bigelow,
"Your whole family at one time.
It's wonderful!"
"That's not all," said Mrs. Decatur, "The doctor told me that it
only happens once in 660,000
times."
"Think of it," Mrs. Bigelow exclaimed, "and when, pray tell, did
you find time to do the housework ?"
* * * *
A woman may be as old as she
looks, but a man is old if he doesn't.
Page 32

Farmer: "I understand that your
gradmother is the old-fashioned
type who still toils at the spinning
wheel. Does she earn much?"
City Slicker: "Well, last night
she won fifty dollars on the red."

.been a mi3Pr1a
Pearl: "I caught my boy friend
necking."
Lil: "I caught mine the same
way."
* * * *
Irate Father (discovering daughter and young man curled up on the
divan): "Mary, what does this
mean?"
Mary: "Come back in about fifteen minutes, Dad. I ought to know
by then."
* * * *
Patent Attorney: "I find no prior
art in this country. We'll have to
search abroad."
Eager Client: "O.K. Where will
we find one ?"
* * * *
Definition of a modern farmhouse: Five rooms and a path.
* * * *
Overheard in a crowded bus:
Tired Worker: "Madam, will you
please get off my foot?"
Hefty Number: "Why don't you
put it where it belongs?"
Tired Worker: "Don't tempt me,
lady, don't tempt me!"

It had been a long, dry train trip,
and the two Kentucky gentlemen
were out of liquid refreshment.
They mentioned their desire to the
porter, who managed to dig up two
quarts of home-cooked bourbon.
One of the southern gentlemen inverted the bottle and took a long
drink. Just then the train sped into a tunnel. The one who had drunk
called out: "Don't touch that stuff,
Jefferson! I've been struck blind!"
A drunk walked into an elevator
shaft, fell four floors to the bottom,
stood up, brushed himself off, and
muttered: "I s-shaid UP!"
* * * *
A headline read: "Father of
eleven elopes with babysitter."
He must have been stork mad.
* * * *
Voice of operator:
Though her eyes flash fire and
her protests blister, never apoligize
AFTER you've kissed her.
* * * *
Many girls have been taken in
when they thought they were just
being taken out!
* * * *
When a man has a choice of marrying a woman ten years older than
himself or ten years younger than
himself, his final decision depends
on whether he wants to be mothered or smothered.
* * * *
With girls' clothes it's the little
thins that count. I wonder if that
could be the reason that most gals
buy sweaters two sizes too small.
* * * *
No wonder one can find a lot of
knowledge in college — the freshmen always bring a little in and
the seniors seldom take any away.
* * * *
Theorem 1 in operating—
You can't kiss a girl unexpectedly. The nearest you can come to it
is to kiss her sooner than she
thought you would.
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Because photography can condense...
is, that little rectangle "stage center" is
Tthis ad...rr condensed
by microfilming's magic. ConINY AS

densed yet all there — ready to be brought back to
original size. Photography can reduce—tremendously—
without losing a detail.
As a business or professional man, you can utilize
photography's reducing ability in important ways.
You can utilize it to save space...to speed reference.
With Recordak microfilming, you can "debulk" files
98%.. keep the film records at hand for quick viewing,
full-size, in a Recordak Reader.

You can utilize it to make sales presentations more complete, more resultful. With motion pictures, you can
pack" a plow, a plant, a whole process into a small can
of film ...travel it where you will...show it off "large
as life" and much more dramatically.
Only a suggestion ... this ... of what photography
can do because it can condense. For a better picture of
the applicational possibilities that stem from this and
other unique characteristics of photography, write for
"Functional Photography."
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y."

F

unctional Photography is advancing business and industrial technics.
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"Chesterelds make a hit
with me because thefre Milder"
•
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Starring as BABERUM in

"THE BABE RUTH STORY"
A ROY DEL RUTH PRODUCTION

AN ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE

WHY...I smoke ChesterVield
( FROM A SERIES OF STATEMENTS BY PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMERS)

I am at the auction sales practically
every day and Liggett & Myers buy
the best cigarette tobacco grown in
this section.
Iam a Chesterfield smoker. So put
me down for that. It's a good cigarette
and I like it.

ALWAYS MILDER

Copyright 19 iS, LIC;GETT & MYERS TOIMCCO CO.

BETTER TASTINGt} COOLER SMOKING

AIN

